
'MAD' Initiative
Making A Difference, While Making a Living



Disclaimer
This MAD Initiative presentation and any associated materials (“Presentation”) is presented by MLG Marketing LLC (“MLG”) and is provided for information purposes only and is not an offer to sell an investment in a security. This
Presentation is not intended to be relied upon as a basis for an investment decision, and is not, and should not be assumed to be complete. An investment into a private offering is subject to various risks, none of which are
described herein. Recipients of this Presentation shall make their own investigations and evaluations into any investment offerings and review the appropriate disclosure documents for such investment prior to making an
investment decision. The information contained in this Presentation may be preliminary in nature. MLG does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of any information presented herein. The
recipients of this Presentation agree that MLG, its affiliates and their respective partners, members, employees, officers, directors, agents and representatives shall have no liability for any inaccuracy, misstatement, omission of fact
or for any opinion or conclusion expressed herein. The contents of this Presentation are not to be considered as legal, business or tax advice, and each recipient should consult their own attorney, business advisor and tax advisor
as to legal, business and tax advice. By reviewing this Presentation, each recipient of this Presentation agrees that it will (i) not copy, reproduce, or distribute this presentation, in whole or in part, to any party, and (ii) keep
confidential all non-public information contained herein.
The charitable organization is the beneficiary of the investor/donor’s subsequent donations under the MAD Initiative. The MAD Initiative is not, and will not be, an offering of the charitable organization receiving the donation. The
MAD initiative investor/donor’s ability to use charitable contributions as deductions against other income is dependent upon applicable income tax laws as well as the investor/donor’s personal tax situation. The investor/donor
should consult with his, her or its own tax advisor regarding the income tax consequences of investing in the MLG Private Funds and the MAD Initiative.

FOOTNOTES: 

1.    Distributions from the MLG Private Funds are subject to cash flow availability and are not guaranteed. There can be no assurance that the MLG Private Funds will achieve an 8% preferred return or meet their investment
objectives.
2.    Figures as of 3/31/2021. May include pending acquisitions, whether under contract or signed letter of intent, reasonably anticipated to close. The Market Value and Sale is based on MLG’s internal estimate of current value of
all assets and equity ever invested. Total SF includes multi-family. Some funds may jointly invest into assets. Recent acquisitions are generally valued at the acquisition price. Values may be internally prepared and may contain
pending investments reasonably anticipated to close. For active investments owned for 5 years or more, the Projected Distributions are based on MLG’s estimate of current value, less outstanding mortgage debt, plus any
distributions previously paid. For active investments owned for less than 5 years, the Projected Distributions are an estimate based on MLG’s projections of future income, sale price and market capitalization rate, less projected
mortgage debt, plus previous and projected distributions prior to sale. For pending investments, the Estimated Current Value is the acquisition price and the Projected Distributions are an estimate based on MLG’s projections of
future income, sale price and market capitalization rate, less projected mortgage debt, plus projected distributions prior to sale. Amounts for pending investments are estimates and may change. MLG may still be in the process of
raising the equity for pending investments. For sold properties, actual sales price is reported. For active and pending investments, the Estimated Current Value is based on the MLG’s estimate of current value. Recent acquisitions
are generally valued at the acquisition price. Distributions where noted, are property level distributions after property expenses, but before any asset management fee, other Fund expenses or promote profit sharing paid to MLG or
other 3rd parties, which would decrease investor returns. All data was obtained from MLG’s internally produced financial statements. These statements were not independently audited. Valuation and future projected distribution
amounts are internal estimates only and were not confirmed by any third-party appraisal/valuation and are subject to change.
3.    Calculated as of 3/31/2021 based on the total distributions of all sold assets divided by the total equity raised. For sold assets, total distributions include actual distributions from sale plus prior distributions from operations.
Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Overview of the MAD Initiative
The Purpose of the Initiative and How it Works
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Q&A



With funds you're not Yet ready to donate.
you can make an impact



The Solution:



We believe in finding
"smart" real estate
investments, with a
focus on believable

and achievable
assumptions and
sophisticated tax

planning.

Private Real
Estate

We are committed to
our philanthropic
endeavors, both in

the local community
and abroad, striving
to make a difference

in the best way
possible. 

Social Impact

What is the MAD Initiative?

The MAD Initiative
is an strategy that
strives to create a

cohesive
relationship

between our two
principles.

The MAD Initiative is
anchored in, and named after,

our firm's overall mission:
Making a Difference, 

While Making a Living.



The conscious decision to focus on a cohesive relationship between
our business strategy and our philanthropic goals is what birthed
MLG’s Making A Difference (or MAD) Initiative which is anchored in,
and named after, our firm’s overall objective: making a difference,
while making a living. 

The MAD Initiative is positioned to redirect distributions and future
upside received from our Private Funds towards an aligned nonprofit
interest of our investors. This not only creates value for our investors,
but it also produces substantial donations to charitable organizations.

Why the MAD Initiative?

Social
Impact

Private
Real

estate

MLG's
MAD

Initiative



How the Mad Fund Works

MLG Private Fund
investors can choose a
charitable organization
to donate distributions

above 6% of their
preferred return and
100% of their profit

portion (of 70/30 split).

We, MLG Capital, will
donate 100% of our

profit* portion (70/30
split) to the charitable

organization(s) indicated
by the investor.

 
*MLG will maintain a 1.25%
asset management fee on

invested capital.

MAD Initiative may be
allocated on up to 10%
of the total investment
in MLG Private Fund V*
by or before July 2023.

 
*30 units, for total of up to

$30,000,000 1
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The Impact
Original Principal: $1,000,000
Targeted Fund IRR: 12%

1

Equity Structure: Investor Donor receives
100% of cash flow until paid a 6% preferred
return and 100% Return of Capital. 

Donation Structure: All cash flow over 6%
and Return of Capital goes to the Charity
(Assumes a 12% IRR over a 8-year hold). 

*Fund V Deal Structure: 8% preferred return,
70/30 profit split over 8%

Distributions from the MLG Private Funds are subject to cash flow availability and are not guaranteed. There can be no
assurance that the MLG Private Funds will achieve an 8% preferred return or meet their investment objectives.
MLG Asset Management LLC or its affiliate will receive an annual asset management fee as outlined in the applicable
Confidential Private Placement Memorandum.

Cash Flow Summary Notes:
1.

2.



The Impact

a theoretical timing and mix of ordinary
income(loss) and capital gain.
that the investor’s income(loss) is subject to the
highest federal and state tax rates; further, the
analysis assumes the highest combined federal
and state ordinary tax rate is 47% and the highest
combined federal and state capital gain tax rate is
30% for all tax years
that the investor is not subject to any federal or
state charitable deduction limitations and has
other sources of ordinary income that can be
offset by the charitable deductions
that the investor has other sources of ordinary
income that can be offset with ordinary losses
allocated from the investment

The Income Tax Summary assumes:

Distributions from the MLG Private Funds are not guaranteed. There can be no assurance that the MLG Private Funds will achieve
an 8% preferred return, 12% IRR or meet their investment objectives. Past Performance is not indicative of future Results.
The Cumulative Net Tax Effect is only applicable to the hypothetical situation outlined above and does not represent an
individual investors actual tax savings under the MAD Initiative. 

Hypothetical Tax Impact of MAD Initiative Footnote:
1.

2.

Original Principal: $1,000,000
Annual Preferred Return: 8%
Targeted Fund IRR: 12%
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LOWER RISK

MORE
STABILITY

GREATER
RETURNS

For more than 34 years, our core focus has been
preserving our investors’ wealth and producing
exceptional income and appreciation over time
through investment in private real estate. Our
dedication to doing the right thing and knowing
everything we can about real estate is not an avenue
we follow, but rather it’s the only road we take. 

Real estate is all we do.

Fund Structure

Our Investment philosophy
Diverse investments reduce the risk

of your investment portfolio.
Private real estate funds managed

by MLG Capital provide real
diversification, spreading

investments across geographic
markets, property types, property

classes, and even managers.
34+ $2.9B 26.5M 21,800+ 2.24x
years market value Sq. feet MF Units Total Return

Since Inception
111

FUND OPENS TO NEW
INVESTORS

8% preferred return
accrual begins

FUND CLOSED TO
NEW INVESTORS

8% PREFERRED
RETURN

On invested equity, paid
quarterly

100% RETURN OF
ORIGINAL PRINCIPAL

INVESTED

70% PROFIT SHARE
MLG Capital earn 30%

profit share

FUND CLOSURE
All assets sold

2 2 2 3



MLG Private Fund I, II, III, IV and Historical Co-Investments (as of 3/31/2021)

historical performance

mlg iNVESTMENT MAP DIVERSIFICATION BY ASSET TYPE ALL FUNDS COMIBINED - EQUITY INVESTMENT BY STATE

DISTRIBUTIONS & cONTRIBUTIONS
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Organization Partnership

Is the organization
committed to educating the
local or broader community?

Education-centric

Does the organization have
a focus on ministry and/or
missionary work?

Faith-Based

Have MLG employees or
investors been actively
engaged with this
organization?

Active employee/investor
enagagement

Partnerships were selected based on MLG’s individual contributions to the organization through volunteer efforts, board
commitments and/or monetary contributions. For Private Fund V, MLG has committed to working with 5 organizations
whose missions align with one or more of the following: 



Who we're supporting
Charitable Designations for Private Fund V

Lifesong supports children through global orphan care ministries,
Christian adoptive families, and foster care initiatives. 

St. Marcus School is driven by its mission to disciple children
for Christ, and to train them in excellence for their roles in
their family, church, community, workplace and country. 

Milwaukee College Prep is a leading network of four K4-8th
grade public charter schools, ensuring that every child in
Milwaukee is eligible to attend free of charge.

SecureFutures brings together those who share a belief in improving
financial futures for teens in our communities through proven
programs and mentorship.

St. Augustine Preparatory Academy is a K4-12 non-
denominational Christian school with a student-centered
environment where young learners take ownership of their
education not only in academics, but also physical health,
creativity, and faith.



We look forward to furthering our goal with you.
Questions? Email investors@mlgcapital.com


